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Extending Bidi Support on the Web



Additional Requirements for Bidi in HTML
Bidi support on the Web

Read the Working Draft at 
http://www.w3.org/International/
docs/html-bidi-requirements/

You can follow all discussions on 
the  public-i18n-bidi@w3.org list.

It's about CSS too.

And some suggestions for 
browser developers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation provides a high level overview of "Additional Requirements for Bidi in HTML", a Working Draft edited by Aharon Lanin under the auspices of the W3C Internationalization Activity.We will also point to HTML bug entries that take the discussion further.
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Health warning!
Bidi support on the Web

This is a report on ONGOING discussions. You 
MUST NOT assume that these things work or 
will work in the future.

22 bugs were raised against HTML5 for Oct 1st, 
2010 – these are currently under discussion.

Additional proposals will be sent to CSS WG, 
and some are already being discussed and/or 
implemented.

If you feel strongly about these features, track 
and join the discussion !



Outline
Bidi support on the Web

1. Some background

2. Feature proposals

3. How to track 
developments/get involved 



Some background



Base direction
Background

<p>MAKE html WORK FOR YOU</p>

LTR EKAM html UOY ROF KROW

RTL UOY ROF KROW html EKAM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The order in which different directional runs appear in the text depends on the base direction, ie. the surrounding directional context in which the text appears.  Many of the recommendations apply to the setting of the base direction.



Base direction
Background

<p>10 Main st.</p>

LTR 10 Main st.

RTL .10 Main st

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The base direction also affects the placement of weak and neutral characters relative to characters with strongly typed directionality.For more information about how all this works, see "What you need to know about the bidi algorithm and inline markup" [http://www.w3.org/International/articles/inline-bidi-markup/].



UBA 'paragraphs'
Background

IT IS IMPORTANT TO LEARN html.
(css IS IMPORTANT TOO.)

html. NRAEL OT TNATROPMI SI TI
(.OOT TNATROPMI SI (css 

.html NRAEL OT TNATROPMI SI TI
(.OOT TNATROPMI SI css) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Placement of weak and neutral characters is also affected by the position of paragraph boundaries in the Unicode Bidirectional Algorithm (UBA).  In plain text, a hard line break or paragraph break is supposed to signal a paragraph boundary. Certain markup constructs are also expected to fulfill this rule. The slide shows an example of the problems that can arise if UBA paragraph boundaries are not recognized as such by the implementation. These issues typically only become noticeable in the presence of bidirectional text flows.Note: In this slide and others, right-to-left text is represented using uppercase translations written right-to-left, and left-to-right text is in lowercase.  Where Hebrew or Arabic script text is used in examples of *source code*, the characters are all displayed left-to-right in this presentation.



New HTML & CSS 
proposals



Bidi isolation



Issue
Bidi isolation

Inline element content often needs 
to be isolated – especially when 
data is imported into the page.

✗

✓

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most documents contain a large number of self-contained entities whose content must not influence the directional rendering of what precedes or follows them. Furthermore, the document author naively expects such an entity to be displayed visually between what precedes it and what follows it.As long as the entire document and all the entities it contains are of uniform direction, there is no problem. Arbitrary-direction entities also don't cause a problem when they are displayed as a separate display:block or display:inline-block element (which are treated as separate "paragraphs" in UBA terms). However, when an inline entity is allowed to contain text of arbitrary direction, bad things start happening, and existing HTML mark-up is powerless to stop it.The slide shows what you would expect if the Hebrew restaurant name is dropped into a list of reviews (check marked), and what currently happens (with the cross).  This is because the weakly typed number is associated with the preceding RTL text by the UBA unless some boundary is put between them.



Issue
Bidi isolation

Inline element content often needs 
to be isolated – especially when 
data is imported into the page.

✗
✓

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is another example of the same problem, where items in a script-constructed breadcrumb list become incorrectly ordered.



Note
Bidi isolation

Existing bidi markup in 
HTML is not designed to 
solve this problem.

<span dir=rtl>לילית</span> - 3 reviews

לילית - 3 reviews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently, there is no reliable way to deal with the previous example using mark-up (while retaining inline display), except by redundantly marking an entity's surroundings with the base direction, which is counterintuitive and painful to implement. Note, especially, that putting markup around the inserted text with a dir attribute does not, and is not intended to, solve the problem, since the attribute only sets the base direction within the marked up element, and does not say anything about how the content of that element interacts with surrounding text.



Note
Bidi isolation

Existing bidi markup in 
HTML is not designed to 
solve this problem.

LRM/RLM can help, but 
it's not as good as using 
markup.

<span dir=rtl>לילית</span> - 3 reviews

LRMלילית - 3 reviews

לילית - 3 reviews

Problems with LRM/RLM

• RLM doesn't speak to the 
structure of the 
document.

• Adding logic to an 
application to choose the 
LRM vs RLM can be 
difficult.

• LRM/RLM is often not 
ignored during search or 
may be picked up in 
error during copy&paste, 
causing failures.

• LRM/RLM does nothing 
about unbalanced 
LRE/RLE/LRO/ RLO/PDF 
in the inserted string

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The usual way to deal with the previous example is to surround an entity in either LRM or RLM characters - LRM in an LTR context, and RLM in an RTL context. This prevents the entity from "sticking" to what precedes or follows it. However, using the LRM/RLM technique has several disadvantages, particularly in a web application: The LRM or RLM is being used to address a layout issue that reflects the structure of the document, i.e. to indicate the boundary of an entity. There should be a way to express it in mark-up, not magic Unicode characters. In fact, the entity is typically already surrounded by an element that either gives it style or indicates its direction; why can't the element itself be used to indicate an entity? In a web application, having to add logic to choose between an LRM and an RLM is a pain, especially when the existing code layer does not happen to have easy access to the context's direction. Not all search engines (e.g. the browser's own CTRL-F) are smart enough to ignore invisible Unicode characters such as LRM and RLM. This makes a document using such characters less searchable: the user searches for "A B", but does not find "A B" because there is an invisible character between them. Or, conversely, the user copy-pastes text - accidentally including the LRM or RLM character - from the page into some search box, and does not get hits in any other documents because they do not contain the LRM/RLM. In a manually-authored HTML document using a few judiciously placed LRMs/RLMs, such problems do not amount to much. In a web application, however, the simplest way to use this technique is to do it wholesale, around every inserted entity. This results in very real searchability problems. Avoiding them requires implementing quite complicated logic to decide whether the LRM or RLM is really necessary. 



Proposal
Bidi isolation

New attribute: ubi = off  | on/ubi

New CSS value unicode-bidi: isolate

The result is an embedded UBA 
'paragraph' that is treated as a 
neutral character within the 
surrounding text.

<p><span ubi>לילית</span> - 3 reviews</p>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed solution: Add a new value to the CSS property unicode-bidi, named "isolate". It would directionally isolate an inline element from its surroundings, just like display:inline-block elements are already directionally isolated from their surroundings: neither affects the bidi ordering of the other, and no part of the surrounding content gets ordered between parts of the element's content. Furthermore, the effects of LRE, RLE, LRO, RLO, and PDF characters appearing in the unicode-bidi:isolate element never extend beyond it.Apply this concept in HTML5 using a new attribute, called ubi, which can have the value 'off' or (one of) 'on' or 'ubi'.Get more information about this proposal at: http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/#bidi-isolationTrack the HTML5 bug for this at: http://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/show_bug.cgi?id=108097



Reporting direction



Issue
Reporting direction

Users can specify 
direction for form input, 
but it is immediately 
forgotten.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To avoid guessing the direction of complicated input, major browsers provide a way for the user to specify the direction of text in an input or textarea element, using the keyboard. For example, Shift+RightCtrl in Internet Explorer sets the direction to RTL. Once the text entered by the user has been submitted to the server, the direction in which it was displayed in the page is lost, unless explicitly added to the form as an invisible input by page scripts. However, scripts are not available in all environments, e.g. e-mail forms. As a result, in such an environment, the application is forced to guess at the direction of a string submitted by the user, will sometimes get it wrong, and as a result display it incorrectly in subsequent pages.The slide shows the original input field to the left, and to the right shows a new page that incorporates the input text but has forgotten that the base direction for that text should be right-to-left.  This problem can be seen in the auto-filled form field, and in the bolded text in the paragraph below it. (Note the position of the word 'CSS' relative to the Hebrew text.)



Proposal
Reporting direction

New attribute, submitdir, on 
input and textarea elements.

Standard _dir suffix for 
control name

<form action=foo method=get>
<input type=text  name=mytest dir=auto submitdir />
</form>

foo?mytest=texttextext&mytest_dir=ltr

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed solution: Support a new attribute, tentatively named submitdir, in <input> and <textarea>. Its presence will specify that when the element is a "successful control" (i.e. its value is to be included in the form submission), then the value of the element's computed direction (at submission time) is also to be included in the submission, as an additional "successful control". (Reminder: the computed direction is the bottom-line "ltr" or "rtl" being used to display the element; it never takes on any other value. It is available as the value of the CSS direction property for the element.)The additional control's name is to be the element's control name suffixed with "_dir". If the form contains other control(s) with the same control name as the additional control, the additional control will still be submitted alongside them; it is up to the application to sort out what the different control values mean. Get more information about this proposal at: http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/#reporting-directionTrack the HTML5 bug for this at: http://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/show_bug.cgi?id=10809 



dir=auto value



Issue
dir=auto value

Sometimes the 
appropriate direction can 
only be determined at 
run-time.

✗

✓

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many web applications with an RTL-language interface or an RTL-language data source need to display and/or accept as input both LTR and RTL data. Furthermore, the application often does not know and can not control the direction of the data.For example, an online book store that carries books in many languages needs to display the original book titles regardless of the language of the user interface. Thus, a Hebrew or Arabic book title may appear in an English interface, and vice-versa. The direction of the title may be available as a separate attribute, but more likely it isn't, and needs to be guessed. The safest guess is on the basis of the characters making up the title. Unless opposite-direction data is explicitly declared as such, it is often displayed garbled as shown above. Perhaps even worse, the user experience of typing opposite-direction data is quite awkward due to the cursor and punctuation jumping around during data entry and difficulty in selecting text. Currently, avoiding such problems requires that the application implement logic to estimate the data's direction - and use it in the many places where it is needed. Such logic is not easy to implement, since it requires using long tables of strong-RTL and/or strong-LTR characters, and becomes non-obvious when a string contains both.



Issue
dir=auto value

Sometimes the appropriate 
direction can only be 
determined at run-time.

✗

✓

✗

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a second page, where the field is filled in automatically, and the title is repeated in the content below the form.  In both cases the appropriate base direction has not been applied.Using  dir=auto would cause the right base direction to be set when the text is added to the element.



Proposal
dir=auto value

New value 'auto' for dir attribute.

New attribute: 
autodirmethod=first-strong | any-rtl

<html  autodirmethod=first-strong>

…

<p>Your search - <span class=booktitle
dir=auto> י ו ו ת   ד ו ד י ק   ת ו ר ה צ ה   C S S </span> -
did not match any documents.</p>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed solution:  Make simple direction estimation functionality available in the browser by allowing the dir attribute to take on a new "auto" value indicating that the user agent is responsible for estimating the direction of the element's contents.Specifying dir=auto directs the user agent to examine the element's text content and estimate whether it is LTR or RTL using one of a small set of simple, well-defined algorithms. Once this direction value ("ltr" or "rtl") is determined, dir=auto behaves as if that value had been assigned to the dir attribute. Thus, this is the value assigned to the CSS direction property, and thus the one used for inheritance to descendants using the usual mechanism.Other than the use of the estimation algorithm, the one other difference introduced by dir=auto is that the default value for the ubi attribute becomes "ubi", thus applying directional isolation from the element's surroundings.Since there is no one perfect, practical direction estimation algorthm currently known, and since different known algorithms are heuristic and work best in different use cases, two algorithms are proposed, and a new HTML element attribute, autodirmethod="first-strong"|"any-rtl", to specify which algorithm dir=auto should be used. We allow autodirmethod to inherit, so it can be specified directly on the dir=auto element or on an ancestor, e.g. the root element in order to apply to all the dir=auto elements on the page. The default value of autodirmethod on the root element is "first-strong". The "first-strong" algorithm, identical to that defined by the UBA's rules P1, P2, and P3, returns the direction of the first strong (Unicode bidi class L, R, or AL) character it encounters in this traversal. If it does not encounter any, it returns "ltr". Note that this last case includes "formatted numbers", e.g. "(617) 987-6543" and "-15.2%". The "any-rtl" algorithm returns "rtl" if it encounters any strong RTL (bidi class R or AL) characters, and "ltr" otherwise. However, it excludes parts of the text encountered in the traversal:Parts of the text between an LRE, RLE, LRO, RLO, and its matching PDF.Get more information about this proposal at: http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/#auto-directionTrack the HTML bug for this at: http://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/show_bug.cgi?id=10808 



Flipping images



Issue
Flipping images

Handed images need to 
be flipped during 
localization. It is time-
consuming and error-
prone to do this using 
separate image files.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although most images, e.g. photos, are equally applicable to LTR and RTL pages, some images are inherently and primarily "handed" or "directional", and need to appear in a mirror image in an RTL page. Common examples include various arrow and "connector" images. A less obvious example might be star rating images: the "full" half of a half-star needs to be on the left in LTR and on the right in RTL. Images can be introduced into a page via CSS, e.g. the background property, in addition to HTML features like the <img> element. Currently, the author of a page to be localized into both LTR and RTL languages is forced to create two separate versions of each "handed" image, stored in two separate files, and use one or the other depending on the page language by changing the src attribute of the <img>. This process is monotonous and error-prone.



Note
Flipping images

For  images in <img> 
markup, you may be able to 
use CSS3 transformations.

.myimage:rtl { transform:scaleX(-1); }

This doesn't  work with images inserted using CSS.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It may be possible to avoid this headache for images in <img> elements by using the directional selection (:rtl) and graphic transformation (transform:scaleX(-1)) features proposed for CSS3, since a combination of these can horizontally flip an element depending on the UI direction. Being able to tell the browser to do such flips automatically makes it that much easier for web applications to support both LTR and RTL interfaces. Only one image needs to be provided by the page, and the attributes of the element displaying the image do not even have to differ between the LTR and RTL pages.This approach doesn't work, however, for images applied using CSS (eg. background images).



Proposal
Flipping images

New keywords for CSS3 Images 
for things such as background-
image and list-style-image.

background-image: url(mygraphic.png) rtlflip; 
Option 1: rtlflip, eg.

background-image: url(mygraphic.png) ltr; 
Option 2: rtl | ltr, eg.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed solution: Expand the syntax of each of the possible ways that an <image> can be specified in CSS3 Images, e.g. <url>, <sprite>, <image-list>, <linear-gradient>, and <radial-gradient> by allowing a new keyword, rtlflip. Examples would be:background-image: linear-gradient(45deg, white, black) rtlfliplist-style-image:url('sprite.png#xywh=10,30,60,20') rtlflipThe presence of the rtlflip keyword means that the image must be horizontally flipped when the element's CSS direction (or, in the case of list-style-image, the list item marker's direction, as defined by the list-style-direction CSS property) is rtl.An alternative, and perhaps better, syntax for these same contexts would be to allow one of two new declarative keywords: ltr or rtl. The presence of one of these would declare the image's direction and specify that the image should be horizontally flipped when this direction does not match the element's CSS direction (or, in the case of list-style-image, the list item marker's direction). Being declarative as opposed to instructive, this alternative is more elegant than rtlflip, but requires two new keywords instead of one. It is up to the CSS WG to choose the better syntax.Get more information about this proposal at: http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/#image-flip



Line breaks in 
plain text



Issues
Line breaks in plain text

Browsers don't consistently 
treat line breaks as a UBA 
'paragraph' break in pre and 
textarea elements, 
as well as script dialog text.

LINE SEPARATOR 
(U+2028) and 
PARAGRAPH 
SEPARATOR (U+2029) 
characters are not recognized 
by browsers.

✗

✓

✗

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IE and WebKit treat line break characters as a UBA paragraph break in <pre>, <textarea>, and the text displayed in dialogs by the page's scripts using functions such as Javascript's alert() and confirm(). Given that in these contexts line breaks are expected to behave as they do in plain text, this would seem to be in accordance with the UBA. Firefox, however, treats line breaks in all these contexts as UBA whitespace, while Opera treats them as UBA paragraph separators in <textarea> and dialog text, but as whitespace in <pre>.While one might think that one could use LINE SEPARATOR (U+2028) and PARAGRAPH SEPARATOR (U+2029) characters in these environments to disambiguate the desired behavior, the HTML 4 specification explicitly prohibits treating them as line breaks or even as whitespace. While this makes sense for HTML generally, it does not seem to make much sense inside <textarea> and <pre>, since these characters are useful in plain text, and these environments are meant to format plain text by plain text rules.On the slide, the highest image shows what you would expect to see when typing text into a blog feedback form.  The lower images show actual results snapped from a browser.



Proposal
Line breaks in plain text

Non-collapsed line breaks should 
always break paragraphs for 
UBA.

LINE SEPARATOR (U+2028) 
and PARAGRAPH 
SEPARATOR (U+2029) 
characters should behave as 
defined in Unicode.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed solution: The HTML specification should state that in elements where line breaks are not collapsed, e.g. <textarea> and elements with white-space:pre|pre-line|pre-wrap, the LINE SEPARATOR (U+2028) and PARAGRAPH SEPARATOR (U+2029) characters should also break lines. Line breaks and PARAGRAPH SEPARATOR characters in these elements will constitute UBA paragraph breaks, while LINE SEPARATOR characters and wrapped lines will constitute UBA whitespace. At UBA paragraph breaks introduced by line breaks and PARAGRAPH SEPARATOR characters, the new UBA paragraph will be opened with a base direction and initial embeddings as specified for UBA paragraph breaks introduced by <br>.Page script services for displaying plain text, such Javascript's alert() and confirm() functions, should also break lines at LINE SEPARATOR and PARAGRAPH SEPARATOR characters. They should treat line breaks and PARAGRAPH SEPARATOR characters as UBA paragraph breaks, and LINE SEPARATOR characters and wrapped lines as UBA whitespace.Get more information about this proposal at: http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/#newline-as-separatorTrack the HTML5 bugs for this at: http://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/show_bug.cgi?id=10810http://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/show_bug.cgi?id=10811 http://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/show_bug.cgi?id=10812 http://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/show_bug.cgi?id=10813 



<br> as a 
bidi separator



Issue
<br> as a bidi separator

HTML4 defines 
<br> as equivalent 
to white-space, but 
most of the time, as 
used in the wild, 
<br> needs to 
terminate a UBA 
'paragraph'.

Browsers don't do 
that consistently.

<p>IT IS IMPORTANT TO LEARN html.<br>
(css IS IMPORTANT TOO.)</p>

html. NRAEL OT TNATROPMI SI TI
(.OOT TNATROPMI SI (css 

.html NRAEL OT TNATROPMI SI TI
(.OOT TNATROPMI SI css) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The HTML 4 standard explicitly specifies that <br> is to be treated for bidi purposes as whitespace, and not as a UBA paragraph break. The arguments for this decision seem to be that:  <br> is defined as an inline element.  The preferred way to demarcate a paragraph in HTML is as a <p> or some other block element. Firefox and Opera follow this specification and treat <br> as whitespace for UBA purposes. In actual usage, however, <br> is a very popular element and is used to form paragraphs at least as often as <p>, just like line breaks in plain text. In fact, unlike line breaks in plain text, it is almost always used for that purpose, as opposed to just wrapping a line to fit in a limited amount of space, simply because HTML normally takes care of line wrapping by itself. As a result, Firefox's implementation of <br> as UBA whitespace, despite being in accordance with the current HTML specification, is regularly reported as a bug.Even if the author isn't using <br> to create separate paragraphs, <br> typically needs to create a new 'UBA paragraph', ie. isolate the preceding text from the following text in directional terms.



Note
<br> as a bidi separator

Using markup 
properly is the best 
solution, but it may 
be unrealistic to 
expect that to happen.

<body g_editable="true" 
hidefocus="true" class="editable 
LW-yrriRe" id=":6y" style="">IT IS 
IMPORTANT TO LEARN 
html.<br>(css IS IMPORTANT 
TOO.)<br>
…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows Google Mail, which uses <br> instead of paragraph breaks to break lines.  It is one example of why <br> needs to take into account real world behaviour.Note that the issues with regard to <br> surface because of the difficulties in scoping base direction for bidirectional text.



Proposals
<br> as a bidi separator

Add a new attribute:
bidibreak=hard|soft.

Value is inherited by 
<br> elements.

The default for the root 
element is 'hard'.

Value 'soft' could provide 
control for 
exceptions/legacy. <html  bidibreak=soft lang=he>

.html NRAEL OT TNATROPMI SI TI
(.OOT TNATROPMI SI css)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed solution: Support a new HTML element attribute, bidibreak=hard|soft, which is inherited by <br> elements. For the root element, the default is "hard" (which, of course, spreads to every <br> element in the document, unless an intervening element sets bidibreak otherwise).For a <br> element, the "soft" value means that the <br> is to be treated as a UBA bidi class WS (whitespace) character, as was required in HTML 4. The "hard" value means that the <br> is to be treated as UBA bidi class B, i.e. paragraph break. Get more information about this proposal at: http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/#br-as-separatorTrack the HTML5 bugs for this at: http://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/show_bug.cgi?id=10828



Script dialog text direction



Issue
Script dialog text direction

Browsers are 
inconsistent in the 
direction they apply to 
dialog text.

Using Unicode 
controls can be 
problematic.

✗

✓

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Services like Javascript's alert() and confirm() functions that let page scripts display plain text in a dialog currently do not take a parameter to indicate the direction of the text to be displayed. In fact, there is not even a specification or interoperability for the directional context in which such text will be displayed, i.e. the default direction assumed for the text. In IE, the script dialog text is displayed in the page's direction, as set using <html dir=...> or <body dir=...>. In the other major browsers, the directional context used for dialog text appears to be either the OS or the browser chrome's default direction, which neither the server nor page scripts can even determine, let alone control.Since a value displayed in the wrong direction can come out garbled, pages wind up having to wrap their RTL dialog text in RLE + PDF characters for correct display on LTR systems. On the other hand, pages dare not wrap their LTR dialog text in LRE + PDF characters for correct display on RTL systems, since most computers in the world are running an LTR OS without RTL script support turned on, and thus display LRE and PDF as rectangles. Also, since dialog text can contain line breaks and thus UBA paragraph breaks, the formatting characters have to be applied separately to each line of the text. Finally, these formatting characters are little-known, lack named entities, and are generally undesirable in HTML documents. It is unacceptable to force applications to use them when they need to display a message whose direction differs from that in which the user agent will display it (even if there were a way to determine that).The slide shows an example of expected behavior above, and a screen snap of actual behavior below.



Proposal
Script dialog text direction

Text passed to dialog 
controls without 
explicit direction 
should be displayed 
according to the 
first strong 
character in each 
'paragraph'.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed solution: Ideally, functions like Javascript's alert(), confirm and prompt() should take an optional parameter indicating the text's direction. Such a proposal should be made to the relevant Ecmascript bodies.However, there is also a need for reasonably useful default behavior when the script does not make use of such a parameter, even if and when such parameters in fact become available, and certainly before that day.Thus, it is recommended that the HTML specification state that plain text passed by page scripts without specifying an explicit direction to whatever services script languages provide for dialog display should be displayed according to the UBA's rules P1, P2, and P3, which estimate the direction of each paragraph according to its first strong character.Get more information about this proposal at: http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/#script-dialogTrack the HTML5 bugs for this at: http://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/show_bug.cgi?id=10827



<title> should support
the dir attribute



Issue
<title> should support the dir attribute

Browsers don't use directional 
information from the page to 
display <title> text correctly.

<html dir=rtl>
<head>
<title>EGYPT ISRAEL deutschland france</title>
…

✗
✓

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One would expect that the page's direction set using <html dir=...> would apply to the page's <title>. Unfortunately, however, this is not the case in any major browser. The directional context all major browsers use for <title> is either the OS or the browser chrome's default direction, which neither the server nor page scripts can even determine, let alone control.Nor does setting the dir attribute directly on the <title> element have any effect in any major browser.Since a value displayed using the wrong direction can come out garbled, pages wind up having to wrap their RTL <title> in RLE + PDF characters.The slide shows expected vs. actual behavior for the title text in the browser window.



Proposal
<title> should support the dir attribute

The HTML specification should 
stipulate that title text be 
displayed in the <title> 
element's computed direction.

<html dir=rtl>
<head>
<title>EGYPT ISRAEL deutschland france</title>
…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed solution: The HTML specification should explicitly state that the <title>'s text will be displayed in the <title>'s computed direction.It is easy enough for a browser to implement this, since it knows the default directional context in which the text will be displayed. If and only if this differs from the desired direction, the browser needs to wrap the title text in RLE + PDF when RTL is desired and LRE + PDF when LTR is desired.Get more information about this proposal at: http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/#title-and-dirFollow the HTML5 for this at: http://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/show_bug.cgi?id=10817 



title and alt attribute
text direction



Issue
title and alt attribute text direction

It should be possible to have 
different base directions for an 
element's content vs. its alt or 
title attributes. 

✗ ✓

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently all major browsers (IE, FF, Chrome, Safari, Opera) display the tooltips specified by a title or alt element attribute in the direction of the element to which it belongs, but this does not appear to be formally specified anywhere. Furthermore, this consensus seems fragile because in principle, the direction of an element and the text of its tooltip do not have to coincide. The slide shows a counterexample: the tooltip that gives information about the Arabic text in the language of the current page (English) needs its base direction set to LTR, whereas the base direction of the inline content must be RTL.Until recently, Chrome displayed tooltips in the OS / browser's default direction. When fixing this bug, the initial inclination was to apply only the page's direction, not the element's, due to the "in principle" consideration above. Setting tooltip direction using LRE | RLE + PDF is actually quite difficult to do properly, since wrapping an LTR tooltip in LRE + PDF just in case the browser winds up displaying it in an RTL context will result in the LRE and PDF displaying as rectangles on LTR OS's without RTL support enabled, i.e. the vast majority of computers.



Issue
title and alt attribute text direction

It should be possible to have 
different base directions for an 
element's content vs. its alt or 
title attributes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another example, this time of an abbreviation and its expansion for a link in Arabic text.



Proposal
title and alt attribute text direction

New attribute:  titledir=ltr|rtl|auto.

New attribute:  altdir=ltr|rtl|auto

Spec to state that alt and title text 
otherwise take on the base direction of 
the context.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed solution: Support two new attributes, titledir=ltr|rtl|auto and altdir=ltr|rtl|auto that, when present, specify the title and alt attributes' direction, respectively. (The values should have the same meaning as for the dir attribute, including the "auto" value's reliance on the autodirmethod's value.) In titledir's and altdir's absence, respectively, title and alt attribute text will be displayed in the element's computed direction, as should be stated in the specification.Get more information about this proposal at: http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/#title-and-altFollow the HTML5 bug for this at: http://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/show_bug.cgi?id=10818 



<option> and 
text direction



Issue
<option> and text direction

Most browsers don’t take into account a dir 
attribute on an <option> element. The one 
that does doesn’t apply it after the option 
has been chosen.

Also it lets the <option>’s dir affect its 
alignment, rather than taking the 
alignment from the direction of the 
<select> element.

<select>
<option value=1>deutschland</option>
<option value=2>france</option>
<option value=3 dir=rtl>TPYGE (egypt)</option>
<option value=4 dir=rtl>LEARSI (israel)</option>
</select>

✗

✓

✗

✗

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a single <select>, the values of different options may have different directions. Currently, however, out of all major browsers, only FF supports the dir attribute on <option>, and does so poorly: once the value is chosen, it is displayed in the <select>'s direction. IE and Opera display all options in the <select>'s direction.Safari automatically estimates the direction of each option and displays it as such both in the dropdown and after it has been chosen regardless of the <select>'s direction (which is only used to place the down-arrow button and to align the values). This is all very nice, but direction estimation algorithms do make mistakes, so it would be good to be able to specify the actual dir value for a given <option> - and Safari does not support that. Chrome does not support the dir attribute on <option> and is on its way to doing what Safari does. As a result, the only practical way to specify <option> value direction is using LRE | RLE + PDF, which is cumbersome. 



Proposal
<option> and text direction

The computed direction of an 
<option> element will take into 
account any dir attribute, and it 
will be applied to its content both 
in the dropdown and after being 
chosen.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed solution: The HTML specification should state that an <option> element's computed direction will take its dir attribute into account, and will be used to display the option's text in both the dropdown and after being chosen.Get more information about this proposal at: http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/#optionFollow the HTML5 bug for this at: http://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/show_bug.cgi?id=10819



List item rendering



Issue
List item rendering

Bullets and 
numbering are 
not displayed 
as expected, nor 
consistently 
across 
browsers.

✗ ✗

Default With text-align

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The HTML specifications gives no indication of how the bullet or number of an <li> element should be displayed when its computed direction is the opposite of its parent's (usually an <ol> or <ul>).In practice, for <li> elements whose "list-style-position" CSS property has the default "outside" value, different browsers do different things. Furthermore, the effects vary depending on the list's alignment, and whether it is ordered or unordered.The slide shows screen snaps of examples in a LTR context.  Similar, but reversed, results occur when the base direction for the list is RTL.  In the case shown, the bullets and numbering appear outside the box where the rest of the content is displayed. Typically this external display is not visible, making the result even stranger to the eye.



Proposal
List item rendering

Bullets and 
numbering 
should always 
follow the 
direction set on 
the <ol> or 
<ul> element.

By default, list 
text should be 
aligned 
according to 
direction.

✗

✓

✗

✓

Default With text-align

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposed solution: The HTML specification should state that, by default, the markers of all "list-style-position:outside" items should disregard the list item element's computed direction, using the list element's computed direction instead for the marker's display and positioning. CSS will provide a means to control this. If the CSS default in this respect must differ, the default stylesheet should achieve the default behavior specified above.Furthermore, the list marker text will be directionally isolated from the list item text, appearing in its own UBA paragraph.The CSS specification should also state that setting an <li> element's alignment via CSS or the align attribute will affect its display accordingly.   By default, however, the list item content should be aligned according to the computed direction of the list element.  This is produces different alignment according to the direction of the list item, which is sometimes a desirable feature in Arabic-script text.Get more information about this proposal at: http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/#listsFollow the HTML5 bug for this at: http://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/show_bug.cgi?id=10824



Other topics…



Other topics

• Block elements as bidi separators

• <input type=text> and <textarea> 
should support interoperable ‘set 
direction’ functionality

• A page’s overall vertical scrollbar 
should be on the ‘end’ side relative to the 
user agent chrome direction

• The vertical scrollbar of an element 
below <body> should be on the ‘end’ 
side relative to the element’s direction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are other topics that are addressed at http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/ but which we don't have time to review during the presentation.



How to track 
developments/get involved



Getting involved

Read the document:
http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/

Follow/contribute to the discussions:
http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-i18n-bidi/

Track HTML5 bugs:
http://www.w3.org/International/reviews/html5-bidi/

http://www.w3.org/International/docs/html-bidi-requirements/�
http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-i18n-bidi/�
http://www.w3.org/International/reviews/html5-bidi/�
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